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Abstract

The continuous melting of the ice at the Earth continental polar caps highlights the importance of an exhaustive study of the

properties of the ice subsurface targets in order to provide a reliable analysis of their past and future evolution. Such study can be

efficiently performed by automatically analysing radargrams of the ice cross-section acquired by radar sounder (RS) instruments.

In this paper, we propose an automatic technique for a large scale detection of the ice subsurface targets and the estimation of their

properties (e.g., layered area thickness, bedrock scattering area) from radargrams acquired by RS operated at the Earth continental

polar caps. This is done by using the parameters of the RS acquisition system combined with the output of an automatic image

segmentation algorithm. The segmentation operation is applied to the radargrams after a preliminary processing phase aimed to

emphasize the relevant subsurface targets. The segmentation criterion considers the radar signal backscattering properties and a

model of the spatial distribution of the investigated targets that takes into account the effects of the wave propagation though the

subsurface. Experimental results obtained on real radargrams acquired by an airborne RS in Antarctica confirm the effectiveness

of the proposed technique.

Index Terms

Radar sounding, ice thickness, bedrock detection, subsurface analysis, signal processing.

I. INTRODUCTION

The study of the continental subglacial environment is essential for analysing the past and future evolution of the ice

subsurface dynamics and its impact on the balance of the ecosystem. Over the past decades, such studies have been carried out

by analysing the properties of the ice from radargrams (or echograms) acquired by dedicated radar sounder (RS) instruments.

RSs are active instruments that can perform non-intrusive measurements of the subglacial environment by transmitting with a

nadir-looking geometry low-frequency electromagnetic waves. At each coordinate of the platform, the presence of dielectric

discontinuities in the ice subsurface structure determines the reflection of the wave whose power is measured by the RS receiver

and then recorded in the radargram. Radargrams are characterized by relatively fine azimuth and range resolution, therefore

allowing for reliable studies of the subsurface. At the continental polar caps, RSs are operated on airborne platforms which

enable a significant spatial coverage of the investigated areas and imply the acquisition of a considerable quantity of RS data.

In such a large context, it is necessary to use efficient tools for extracting the information conveyed in radargrams. However,
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Fig. 1. Block scheme of the proposed technique.

over the past decades, the main approach to the analysis of radargrams has been through either manual investigation or

elementary semi-automatic techniques. These approaches are highly inappropriate for the usage of available RS data, since

they are time-consuming, inherently subjective and provide qualitative output. These issues call for developing and validating

automatic techniques, which can provide fast, quantitative and reliable scientific results, useful for the investigation of the ice

subsurface at global scale.

A review of the relative literature points out that techniques for the automatic analysis of the ice subsurface targets have been

mainly developed for the analysis of radargrams acquired by orbiting RS on Mars, e.g., [1], [2], [3]. However, due to the

different resolution, types of investigated targets, as well as the different processing applied to martian RS data(e.g., on-board

presumming used to reduce the volume and thus the quality of data to be downlinked) these algorithms are generally not suitable

for an accurate analysis of the ice subsurface from radargrams acquired at the Earth continental polar caps. Nevertheless, such

works along with recent advances in the processing of Earth RS data (e.g., [4]), can represent a reliable starting point for the

development of advanced automatic techniques for the investigation of RS data.

In this letter we propose a novel unsupervised technique for the automatic detection of ice subsurface targets and the estimation

of their properties, which can guarantee quantitative and large scale analysis of radargrams. The proposed technique relies on

the knowledge of the statistical properties of the radar signal and the spatial distribution of the subsurface targets. In order to

understand the radar signal fluctuations, a preliminary statistical analysis of the radar signals is carried out. Based on such an

analysis, the technique generates a statistical map which is afterwards segmented into homogeneous regions corresponding to

the different types of targets. The segmentation criterion involves the strength of the signal with respect to noise and a model

of the spatial distribution of the subsurface targets (which considers the effects of the wave propagation through the material).

The segmentation enables the automatic identification of both the layers and bedrock scattering areas and thus the analysis of

their properties. The effectiveness of the proposed technique has been confirmed by results obtained by applying the algorithm

to Multichannel Coherent Radar Depth Sounder (MCoRDS) data acquired by the Center for Remote Sensing of Ice Sheets

(CReSIS) in Antarctica [5].

II. DETECTION AND ESTIMATION OF ICE SUBSURFACE TARGETS PROPERTIES

The goal of this paper is to develop an efficient technique for the automatic analysis of radargrams, in particular for the

detection and properties estimation of the different ice subsurface targets commonly visible in airborne RS data. The architecture

of the proposed technique is shown in Fig. 1 and consists of four main blocks: 1) data preprocessing (radargram alignment),

2) statistical map generation, 3) statistical map thresholding, and 4) layered and bedrock scattering areas detection. The blocks
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of the proposed scheme are detailed in the following subsections, after the description of the model of a typical radargram

acquired at the continental polar caps. This model is useful for understanding the types of investigated targets and drives the

development of the proposed algorithm.

A. Radargram model

A radargram is a 2D matrix with nS rows (samples i) × nF columns (frames j) that contains the power of the echoes

coming from the ice subsurface and measured by the RS receiver. Such measurements are digitally recorded by exploiting

the movement of the platform in the azimuth direction (x-Axis) and an appropriate range sampling frequency fr of the time

intervals between wave transmission and reception (y-Axis). Fig. 2 shows a typical model of a radargram, which highlights

the ice subsurface targets to be investigated, i.e., i) layers of ice that are spatially coherent englacial surfaces, ii) the bedrock

scattering area, which represents the portion below the ice/terrain interface within which the backscattered wave has still

sufficient power to be measured, and iii) noise regions characterized by the absence of scatterers, which are present above and

below the bedrock. Note that discontinuities can be present in the bedrock scattering area shown in radargrams (see frame jnbr

in Fig. 2). This is not consistent with the real situation in which the terrain under the ice column is expected to be continuous.

The reason for this discontinuity is either the loss of power through the ice column or the preprocessing of the radargrams (e.g.,

which does not completely remove the surface clutter). The noise region located below the bedrock is due to strong attenuation

through the subsurface which makes it impossible to acquire coherent returns. Therefore, at the corresponding depth the RS

mainly measures noise. According to recent studies [6], the noise region located above the bedrock, also called echo free zone

(EFZ), is a consequence of the lack of coherent reflecting surfaces due to the layer disturbances caused by the ice flow at the

basal interface. It is worth mentioning here that the main assumption considered in the development of our technique is the

presence of the EFZ. This is a reasonable hypothesis as the EFZ is present in extended areas of Antarctica and Greenland [6].

B. Data preprocessing

The instability of the platform that carries the RS introduces errors in the radargram acquisition process, which must be

corrected in order to perform accurate analyses of the subsurface targets. These errors are mainly due to the variable height

of the platform, which causes the surface and subsurface returns recorded in radargram to appear at range positions that do

not correspond to the real air/ice surface and subsurface. In order to correct these displacements, we apply to the radargram a

sequence of standard preprocessing steps that consist in a shift in range of the frames of the original radargram. The shifting
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operation uses the information provided in the original radargram (i.e., the amplitude data), the knowledge of the elevation of

the platform at each acquisition coordinate j ∈ [1, nF ] and the 2-way travel time time(i) between the wave transmission and

reception from each sample i ∈ [1, nS]. The output of the preprocessing step is a radargram which is aligned with respect to

the WGS84 system. After the alignment, we identify and focus the successive analysis on the subsurface region Rss, which

is defined as:

Rss = {i : i > surfa(j) ∧ i < nSss, ∀j} (1)

where surfa is the surface position in the aligned radargram (detected on each frame as the position of the sample with the

highest amplitude x, i.e., surfa(j) = argmaxi {x(i, j)}) and nSss = argmaxi {depth(i) ≤ dref} is the sample position

corresponding to a depth of dref (dref is a reference depth value (e.g., 3500 m) below which the RS typically measures only

noise). The depth depth(i) of the subsurface samples is computed according to depth(i) = c · time(i)/[2 ·
√

(ǫr)], where

c = 3 · 108 [m/s] is the light velocity in free space and ǫr = 3.15 is the dielectric permittivity of the ice.

C. Proposed technique

The ice subsurface target properties to be estimated by the proposed technique are: the layer thickness zone thicklayers [m]

(see (2)), the ice column extension thickice [m] (which contains both the layer thickness zone and the EFZ) (see (3)) and

the bedrock scattering area extension thickbedrock [m] (see (4)). Note that the technique is frame-based and thickice can be

computed only for the frames j 6= jnbr, where jnbr indicates the frames with no bedrock returns (see Fig. 2). These properties

are estimated as follows:

thicklayers(j) = [lastlayers(j)− surfa(j)] · dss, ∀j, (2)

thickice(j) = [firstbedrock(j)− surfa(j)] · dss, ∀j 6= jnbr, (3)

thickbedrock(j) =































[lastbedrock(j)− firstbedrock(j)] · dss,

∀j 6= jnbr,

0, ∀j = jnbr,

(4)

where dss = c/(2 ·fr ·
√
ǫr) is the resolution of the pixel in the range direction in the subsurface region, lastlayers(j) represents

the last return of the layered scattering area, and firstbedrock(j) and lastbedrock(j) are the first and the last returns of the

bedrock, respectively, on the j-th frame of the radargram. The borderlines lastlayers, firstbedrock and lastbedrock are identified

by combining the knowledge of the strength of the radar signal with an image segmentation technique that we apply to a

statistical map of the subsurface, as explained in the following subsections.

1) Statistical map generation: In order to detect the ice subsurface targets we define a segmentation algorithm that can

divide the radargram into the three investigated target classes, i.e., layers, bedrock and noise. Given that the radar signals are

typically very noisy, we apply the segmentation algorithm to a processed version of the aligned radargram, which we call

statistical KLRss
map. The KLRss

map is generated by applying to the Rss region the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence [7],

which computes the local statistical difference between two distributions. The KL distance is computed between the distribution
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of the amplitude samples H inside windows of size Wr ×Wa (range × azimuth) and the theoretical distribution of the noise

N , as follows:

KL(H,N) =
∑

xi∈Wr×Wa

H(xi) log [H(xi)/N(xi)]. (5)

N has been estimated by considering exclusively noise samples, i.e., samples drawn from the bottom part Rnoise of the aligned

radargram (below 3500 m), which is free of target returns and acquisition artifacts (e.g., closure of the acquisition window,

double bounce returns of the wave with the surface and platform). These samples have been used for deriving the parameters of

the theoretical model of the noise, after a detailed statistical analysis of the radar signal in this region. The statistical analysis

has been carried out according to the approach proposed in [1], by fitting to the real distribution of the samples of Rnoise

different theoretical models, i.e., Rayleigh, Gamma, K, Nakagami. The best fitting model has been chosen automatically by

minimizing the KL divergence between each fitting model and the real histogram of the amplitude samples considered. After

applying this technique to several different radargrams, we concluded that the noise samples can be modeled with a Gamma

distribution Gpdf characterized by the scale α and shape β parameters, i.e., [8]:

Gpdf =
(x

α

)β−1

· e−
x

α

αΓ(β)
, (6)

where Γ (·) is the Gamma function. The estimated values of α̂ and β̂ parameters characterizing the Gamma distribution (N in

(5)) are computed by using the Maximum Likelihood (ML) estimation approach [8].

The KLRss
map has been generated by computing (5) and sliding the Wr ×Wa window inside the Rss region. The KLRss

map is of particular interest as it highlights the most scatterable targets, i.e., whose strength is noticeable higher than that of

the noise. This characteristic is going to be considered in the thresholding step. Note that if the input radargram has not been

preprocessed for surface clutter return suppression, the KLRss
map also highlights artifacts due to possible clutter returns [1].

Therefore, a postprocessing step is required to remove clutter.

2) Statistical map thresholding: The objective in this step is to extract the regions of the KLRss
map that have high

backscattering, i.e, layers and bedrock, and to distinguish them from the areas that have low backscattering (only noise). To

achieve this, we threshold the KLRss
map on the basis of the mean µKLRnoise

of the samples of the KLRnoise
(which has been

generated by applying (5) to Rnoise), as follows:

KLbin(i, j) =















1, if KLRss
(i, j) ≥ thrKL · µKLRnoise

0, otherwise

(7)

where thrKL is a user defined threshold that controls the degree of similarity between the samples of KLRss
map and those of

KLRnoise
map, and KLbin is the binary map (obtained by thresholding the KLRss

map) that points out the returns corresponding

to the layers and bedrock scattering areas.

3) Layered and bedrock scattering areas detection: The aim of this step is to distinguish the returns of the layers from

those of the bedrock region in the KLbin map. In order to perform this operation, we consider the assumption of the presence

of the EFZ in the aligned radargram, and implicitly in the KLRss
and KLbin maps. Therefore, we take into account the spatial
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distribution of the subsurface targets and their relational properties, i.e, the expected order of the ice subsurface targets in the

range direction: layers, noise (EFZ), bedrock and noise. According to this hypothesis, the KLbin map is composed of at least

two main disjunct regions, separated by the EFZ, where the one just below the surface surfa represents the layers, and the

remaining represent the bedrock returns (see Fig. 2). It follows that the region of KLbin map that intersects surfa contains

the returns of the layers (which we represent in the KLlayers map), while the remaining regions with value “1” contain only

bedrock returns (which we represent in the KLbedrock map).

At this point, the frames with no bedrock returns jnbr are those for which there is no value of ”1” on the KLbedrock map. For

all other frames j 6= jnbr, the first return of the bedrock firstbedrock(j) is detected as the position of the first ”1” encountered

by moving downwards over the frames of the KLbedrock map, i.e.,

firstbedrock(j) = arg mini{KLbedrock(i, j) = 1}, ∀j 6= jnbr. (8)

Similarly, the last return of the bedrock lastbedrock (see (9)) and of the layers lastlayers (see (10)) are detected as the position

of the first ”1” found by moving upwards over the frames of the KLbedrock map and KLlayers map, respectively.

lastbedrock(j) = arg maxi{KLbedrock(i, j) = 1}, ∀j 6= jnbr, (9)

lastlayers(j) = arg maxi{KLlayers(i, j) = 1}, ∀j. (10)

It is worth noting that on the frames with no bedrock returns jnbr, the computation of bedrock thickness provides

thickbedrock(jnbr) = 0 (see (4)). Moreover, the EFZ and implicitly the ice thickness thickice(jnbr) (see (3)) cannot be reliably

computed. Note that this is not a limitation of the proposed technique, but rather a consequence of the lack of information in

the radargram. Approximate values of thickice(jnbr) could be estimated by considering further assumptions (e.g., in the real

scenario the terrain is expected to be continuous) and using the detected borderlines at the nearest adjacent frames j 6= jnbr.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We applied the proposed technique to a dataset made up of 8 MCoRDS radargrams acquired in sequence over an extension

of about 400 km in Antarctica [5]. The data are compressed in azimuth with a Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) procedure (for

azimuth resolution improvement) and processed according to the minimum variance distortionless response (MVDR) technique

(for clutter return suppression) [9]. The resolution of the radargram is 13 m in range, 25 m in azimuth and 70 m in the

across-track direction. The range sampling frequency of the instrument is fr = 9.5 MHz, implying dss = 8.9 m.

Since the MCoRDS dataset is composed of radargrams acquired in sequence, in order to align the frames of the radargrams

with respect to a single reference frame and to use the information at the lateral borders of the radargrams, we created an

extended radargram by appending all the 8 radargrams. We applied the preprocessing steps detailed in Sec. II-B to the extended

radargram, thus obtaining an aligned radargram [nSss = 410 × nF = 27350]. Fig. 3(a) shows a portion [410 × 3500] of the

aligned radargram. The corresponding statistical KLRss
map generated with the algorithm presented in Sec. II-C1 is shown in

Fig. 3(b). The size of the sliding window used in the computation of the related KLRss
statistical map has been chosen by
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Fig. 3. (a) Example of aligned radargram (dB data). The portion of radargram considered [410× 3500] represents a segment on the ground of about 50 km.
(b) Corresponding KLRss

statistical map. (c) Corresponding KLbin map. (d) Results provided by the proposed algorithm.

considering the spatial distribution of the subsurface targets, which are mostly extended in the azimuth direction and present

sharper variations in the range direction. To account for these variations, we set Wa = 14 and Wr = 7 samples. For the

segmentation of the statistical map we considered values of the threshold thrKL > 0. The choice of such value strongly affects

the output of the thresholding operation. Indeed, thrKL defines the boundary on the degree of similarity between the samples

with high backscattering and samples of noise. Too high values of thrKL may lead to identify samples belonging to high

backscattering areas as noise samples, whereas too low values of thrKL may lead to confuse high backscattering samples in

the noise regions with layers or bedrock returns. Fig. 3(c) shows the corresponding KLbin map generated with the proposed

algorithm when thrKL = 10. Fig. 3(d) shows the position of the lastlayers, firstbedrock and lastbedrock borderlines detected

with the proposed algorithm, for the portion of radargram shown in Fig. 3(a). The output of the proposed algorithm on other

three portions of the aligned radargram is provided in Fig. 4.

From a quantitative point of view, since no ground truth data are available for our detection problem, in order to validate

the proposed algorithm we created by visual interpretation a reference map of the ice subsurface (i.e., accurate masks of the

investigated target classes), from which we picked randomly 200,000 samples (111,946 samples of layers, 11,615 samples of

bedrock and 76,439 samples of noise). Tab. I reports the accuracy in the detection of layers and bedrock scattering areas, in

terms of missed and false alarms. Fig. 5 shows the fitting performances of the detection of the three detected borderlines with

the reference borders (derived manually) for the portion of radargram shown in Fig. 3(a).

By analyzing the quantitative and qualitative results one can observe that in most of the cases the proposed algorithm detects

the targets of interest accurately. The few errors are mainly due to the sliding window approach employed, which tends to

filter out some returns, mainly in the regions with low backscattering (e.g., the bedrock region). This effect, combined with the

thresholding operation, leads to a slight increase in the missed alarm rate. However, the low values of overall errors confirm

the effectiveness of the proposed technique.
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Fig. 4. Example of results provided by the proposed algorithm on three different portions of the aligned radargram.
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Fig. 5. Example of fitting performances for the lastlayers, firstbedrock and lastbedrock borderlines for the portion of radargram shown in Fig. 3(a).

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have proposed an unsupervised automatic technique for the detection of the ice subsurface targets and

the estimation of their properties from radargrams acquired at the Earth continental polar caps. The main novel contributions

of the proposed technique are: i) it is defined on the basis of a realistic model of radargrams that considers the effects of

the wave propagation through the ice subsurface (i.e., the presence of the EFZ and the discontinuous shape of the bedrock

scattering area), and ii) it involves a segmentation algorithm that enables the detection of both the whole layer area, the ice

column (containing also the EFZ) and the bedrock scattering area. The accurate results obtained by applying the proposed

technique to real data acquired by an airborne RS in Antarctica are very promising and prove its effectiveness for the analysis

of ice subsurface on a large scale.

As future development of this work, we aim to include in the proposed technique an algorithm for the mitigation of surface

clutter returns highlighted in the KLRss
map in the final detection results.
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